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·

Local Australian company, the Number One Robotics STEAM Education Solution Provider is nominated on APAC Business Headlines

Magazine’s list of the “Ten Fastest Growing Robotics Solution Providers to Watch in 2019”.

·

Company specialises in delivering STEAM learning solutions for students to learn both inside and outside the classroom environment.

Local Australian company Actura is the Number One Robotics STEAM Education Solution Provider. APAC Business Headlines Magazine recently
released its list of the “Ten Fastest Growing Robotics Solution Providers to Watch in 2019”, with Actura being nominated on this prestigious list. Actura
specialises in delivering high-quality in-classroom and out-of-classroom STEAM learning solutions that set it apart as the Number One Robotics
STEAM Education Solution Provider.

As an innovative company, Actura provides international study programs with prestigious organisations like NASA and CASE (California Association
for STEAM Education). It also provides a comprehensive in-classroom Robotics Learning Solution.
APAC Business Headlines Magazine profiles the most promising technology and business applications and the heads behind them. The magazine
documents the opinions and expectations of the global technology community, shedding light on how robotics companies have evolved to mature
firms. Being nominated in the category of Robotic Solution for Education & Learning has further acknowledged the company’s success in the small
business technology world.
Actura’s FlipRobot in-class solution consists of five pivotal areas: construct, control, interact, kinetic energy and artificial intelligence. As a package,
the FlipRobot learning kits in conjunction with the CASE robotic curriculum are designed to provide students with essential STEAM skills for their future
careers. The curriculum is mapped with national standards and is a University of California 5.0 GPA approved college preparatory course. Actura’s
FlipRobot Solution is complimented by FlipCloud, Actura’s function and resource-rich coding and programming support environment. FlipRobot is
uniquely positioned to be the only robotic learning solution that focuses heavily on the curriculum.
Charles Chung, Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Actura has remarked: “FlipRobot facilitates schools so that educators can adopt STEAM learning with
ease. It starts with the CASE FlipRobot curriculum, spanning from K to 12. FlipRobot is an innovative framework that provides the ultimate robotic
STEAM learning solution for the in-class environment”.
Mark Tong, Editor-in-Chief at APAC Business Headlines Magazine has commented: “Actura Australia has been on our radar for quite a long time,
and this year it became clear that enterprises of all sizes alike trust the company for its incredible innovations and services in the industry”.
Mark Tong, Editor-in-Chief at APAC Business Headlines Magazine also commented: “It was a great pleasure reviewing these companies, as they all
had inspiring as well as thought-provoking stories to share”.
Rin Kachui, Senior Editor at APAC Business Headlines Magazine further added: “Our editorial team has not only selected the companies on account
of their services, but also on their abilities to transform the user-experience of customers”.
Actura’s FlipRobot Solution as acknowledged in APAC Business Headlines Magazine signals its significance in the robotics technology market. Being
nominated on the “Ten Fastest Growing Robotics Solution Providers to Watch for 2019” list is significant as it signifies a list of companies that will
provide valuable insights by these industry leaders to assist customers to achieve their business goals efficiently. As the Number One Robotics
STEAM Education Solution Provider, Actura’s status has been further elevated in its field.
Established in Australia in 2014, Actura provides the leading STEAM learning solution comprising of in-class to out-of-class solutions. Actura
continues to seek to fulfil its mission to become the most trusted STEAM education solution provider. With offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland,
Shanghai, Singapore and Taipei and with further international expansion on the horizon, Actura seeks to achieve its mission on a global scale.
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